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Place and Placedness 
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ABSTRACT: This paper explores the difference between the notions of place and 

placedness. This difference relates to an important point of differentiation between genuinely 

a topographical approach and those other approaches that tend to dominate in the existing 

literature, including approaches associated with ‘situated cognition’.  If place is taken as the 

primary concept, as I argue it should be taken,  then that means that being-placed, as it might 

be viewed as determinative of experience and cognition, has first to be understood in relation 

to place. 

 

 

 

Colin McCahon, Takaka: night and day, 1948 (Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, NZ) – in 

McCahon’s words: “landscape as a symbol of place and also of the human condition”.1 By 

kind permission of the Colin McCahon Research and Publication Trust. 

 

1. Is there a philosophically significant difference between the notions of place and of being-

placed – of what might be termed placedness? The question might also be put in terms more 

directly relevant to the idea of situated cognition by asking whether there is a philosophically 

significant difference between situation and being-situated or situatedness (assuming 
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‘situation’ is understood, prima facie, as that wherein one is situated). That there is a 

difference is easily elided by the fact that, in the latter case, the notion of situation is 

frequently discussed alongside and often interchangeably with being-situated. One might thus 

talk equally of one’s situation or one’s being-situated without any necessary shift in meaning. 

The question might seem to be a relatively minor one, but it relates to an important 

point of difference between a genuinely topographical or topological mode of thinking,2 the 

sort of thinking that both Ed Casey and I have tried to develop, each in our own way,3 and 

certain modes of thinking that may draw upon elements of the topographic, but for which 

topos, place, is actually a secondary concept. My suggestion here will be that the focus on 

being-placed, placedness, or, as it may also be put, on being-situated, situatedness, can itself 

obscure the question of place, and that the question of place must come before any question 

of being-placed or placedness – even though it is only through being placed that we gain 

access to place. The difference may also be important in marking out a further and more 

specific difference between the way in which notions of place and situation enter into much 

cognitive scientific discourse, including that of situated cognition, and the way the notion of 

place, especially, may appears within broader forms of place-oriented discourse. 

 

2. That there is a prima facie difference between place and placedness seems undeniable  – at 

least if one gives a little thought to the matter. In simple terms, ‘placedness’ or ‘being placed’ 

names a characteristic, even if generalizable, of that which is placed, whereas ‘place’ names 

that to which what is placed stands in relation. Placedness would thus seem, on the face of it, 

to presuppose place. On that basis, there can be no placedness without place, and the two 

notions are inextricably bound together even though they are also distinct – the same 

reasoning may also be applied to the notions of situation and situatedness or being-situated. 

Yet what appears to be a simple and obvious difference here conceals a larger set of 

complications. There is a general tendency for place and placedness not to be distinguished 

even in discussions in which the concepts play an important role – the most obvious 

indication of which is the widespread identification of place with some notion of meaningful 

space, that is, with space as it is given meaning by a subject. Such a way of thinking about 

place is evident, for instance, in the work of one of the most influential writers on place and 

space, Yi-Fu Tuan, who writes that “in experience, the meaning of space often merges with 

that of place. ‘Space’ is more abstract than ‘place’. What begins as undifferentiated space 

becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with value.”4 Here it seems that space 

and place essentially exist on a continuum in which the move towards place is also a move 
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toward the human valuation of space. Tuan thus distinguishes place from space, after a 

fashion, but the way he does this effectively reduces place to a variety of space – space as 

given human valuation – and since he treats place as dependent on a human mode of 

apprehending space, he leaves no room for place other than as tied to such apprehension. 

Place is apprehended space, or as we might also say, it is space understood as it belongs to 

our being in space and our responding to it – it is, one might say, the space of our 

situatedness and understood in terms our situatedness or placedness. 

The tendency to treat place in this way reflects a broader lack of attentiveness to place 

as a genuinely sui generis concept (even among many of those who seem otherwise to take 

place as a significant notion) – a lack of attentiveness that, whatever else it signifies, often 

amounts to an effective reduction of place to placedness or the replacement of place by 

placedness. When this happens, the very notion of place undergoes an important shift, since 

placedness no longer involves standing in a genuine relation to place, but instead seems to 

imply that place somehow belongs to the character of that which is placed – as the valuation 

of space arises on the basis of the human being in space. If this sounds odd or obscure – and 

it ought to – then the reason is simply that it is so. Moreover, even though this implied shift to 

placedness over place is commonplace, its oddity or obscurity typically goes unremarked 

because the shift itself is seldom acknowledged. 

To illustrate what is at issue here let me take as an example an idea developed by John 

Campbell.5 In his Past, Space and Self, Campbell argues, primarily against the Strawsonian 

claim that subjectivity requires objectivity (or at least that a subject requires objects in order 

to operate as a subject), that one could conceive of a case in which an agent was capable of 

moving itself in a coordinated fashion and yet has no sense of space other than as purely 

subjective. What Campbell apparently has in mind is a case in which an agent guides its 

movements according to subjectively presented features – something that he suggests can be 

illustrated in the case of human agency by navigational instructions of the sort: ‘steer always 

with the wind at your back’ or ‘keep on a course that has the setting sun at your right 

shoulder’.6 Important to Campbell’s account is the idea that the space he has in mind here, or 

at least the grasp of that space, is dynamic – it is essentially tied, not to some static model of 

space, but directly to action – Campbell talks in fact of this as a mode of ‘egocentric space’ 

that is ‘immediately used by the subject in directing action.’7 Here egocentric space seems to 

be in some sense a structure of the acting subject rather than referring to something that 

stands apart from the subject.  

The idea an egocentric space such as Campbell describes that is independent of any 
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notion of space as objective seems exactly analogous to the idea of a mode of placedness that 

is distinct from place. One might argue about whether Campbell’s account, as he 

characterizes it, is fully consistent or coherent – the maritime examples he uses are not 

entirely convincing, and it may be that the sort of system he has in mind is actually much 

better characterized in purely functionalist terms (the aligning of certain perceptual inputs 

with behavioral outputs) that need not imply any necessary reference even to spatiality. Still, 

Campbell’s example does seem to provide us with an example of a position that allows a 

reasonably clear separation of what might be interested as a mode of placedness as apart from 

a notion of place. Notice that Campbell’s account really only works for the analysis of 

individual behavior – it is directed at an analysis of a mode of subjectivity and so it is perhaps 

not surprising that it involves a notion of a subjective space or being-place. Campbell does 

not reject the idea of a notion of place that goes beyond such subjectivity, just as he allows a 

notion of objective space that goes beyond egocentric space. The point of disagreement one 

might have with Campbell is to what extent the idea of a subjective space is genuinely 

independent of (even if not reducible to) a notion of intersubjective or objective space – and 

so also whether the being-place on which he focuses can be made sense of apart from place. 

Campbell tends to view his concept of egocentric space as indeed independent.  

Campbell’s discussion might be taken to suggest that the difference between place 

and placedness is the same as or at least analogous to the distinction between egocentric or 

subjective space and objective space – a suggestion that would, however, set place in a quite 

opposite position to that which is common in much of the literature according to which place 

is most often taken to be associated with the subjective rather than the objective. Yet although 

the shift away from a subjective understanding of place is important, we ought to resist the 

idea that placedness is to be identified with space as subjective and place with space as 

objective. Part of the reason for this, of course, is that place and space are distinct notions, 

even though related, but more important is the fact that place is not to be construed as an 

objective structure to be set against the subjective. If one takes subjective and objective to be 

correlative notions or structures, as in one sense they surely are, then subjective and objective 

only appear in relation to one another and within a larger frame that encompasses both. Such 

an encompassing frame can belong wholly neither to subject nor object. This seems to me a 

point well-illustrated by Donald Davidson’s thinking around the notion of triangulation – 

itself an essentially topographical or topological notion.8 Davidson treats, not only subjective 

and objective, but also the intersubjective, as part of a single interrelated structure articulated 

through the idea of triangulation which here names both an epistemological and ontological 
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formation. The triangular structure within which subjective, intersubjective and objective are 

worked out can be taken to be equivalent to the notion of place as understood not merely as 

some location in the world, but rather as that within which any sort of appearance or 

encounter is possible.  

To go back to Campbell’s example, however, one could read the sort of case 

Campbell presents, not merely as attempting to establish the idea of an egocentric or 

subjective space as an independent or sui generis notion that is nevertheless part of a larger 

framework of spatial and topographic elements, but instead as showing that there is no 

necessity for anything beyond a notion of egocentric or ‘subjective’ space in understanding 

the possibility even of agency that seems to involve spatial orientation and direction. Since 

what is required for spatial agency is a way in which the spatial engages with the agent’s 

capacities for action, then all that is needed is a subjectively presented space (which need not 

imply a subjectively represented space) – and any space must be subjectively presented if it is 

to engage with action. Indeed, one might argue that all action is action in a subjectively 

presented space – or, as one might also put it, in a subjectively presented environment. One 

might put this point more generally and say that, on this reading, neither action nor cognition 

need involve anything other than the direct responsive interaction of an acting subject with its 

environment. Moreover, on this account, there need be no notion of an internal representation 

of the environment, but neither need there be any idea of an environment that stands apart 

from, or that can be characterized apart from, the acting subject. This means that such an 

account is compatible both with what might be thought of as traditional ‘idealist’ or 

‘subjectivist’ positions and with positions that are ‘realist’ or ‘physicalist’. 

 

3. The sort of account at issue here – the sort of account that might be drawn out of 

Campbell’s position – is not unlike that which one can find in some accounts of situated or 

embodied cognition. One can characterize such accounts as subjectivist, since they rely on a 

mode of subjective presentation, one can take them as objectivist, in the same sense that 

behaviorism is objectivist, or one can take them, as they often do, as standing outside of the 

subject-object distinction altogether – which is how they often present themselves. A useful 

example of this latter sort of approach is Hubert Dreyfus’ notion of embodied coping as 

developed in many publication over the last forty years or so (since the first publication of his 

ground-breaking book What Computers Can’t Do9). Dreyfus takes our being in the world to 

be determined in terms of our activity, and without any representational intermediaries. In the 

terms I have used, however, there is no ‘place’, in Dreyfus, that is distinct from ‘placedness’. 
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Instead, there is only the causal-physical structure of the world and the direct interactive 

responsiveness with the world that belongs to the coping agent. Dreyfus’ account thus 

combines a phenomenology grounded in the early Merleau-Ponty with a behaviorism largely 

derived from (or at least convergent with) key aspects of the work of Gilbert Ryle. Just as 

Dreyfus seems not to distinguish place from placedness, so neither does situation appear apart 

from situatedness or being-situated. ‘Situation’ becomes simply the particular differential 

orientation in the world that belongs to the acting subject and that is necessarily implied by 

the subject’s capacity for engaged coping.  

Dreyfus is an interesting figure to consider in this context, since it is Dreyfus who has 

largely been responsible for the introduction of phenomenological, and especially 

Heideggerian, influences into contemporary cognitive science. This has been particularly so 

in respect of the anti-representationalist – one might even say ‘anti-cognitivist’ – tendency 

that is associated with both embodied and situated cognition. As elaborated by Dreyfus (most 

notably in his Being-in-the World10), Heidegger shows us that our primary mode of being-in-

the-world is given in terms of action rather than knowledge, and on the basis of our engaged 

involvement rather than our detached observation – on the basis of praxis rather than theoria. 

Yet although this has been a key element in Dreyfus’ appropriation of Heidegger into 

cognitive science, as well as of his reading of Heidegger more generally, it is a highly 

problematic reading of Heidegger, and the problems associated with it are not far distant from 

the issues relating to the distinction I have suggested between place and placedness. 

Although it is true that Heidegger rejects the claim that we can understand being-in-

the-world on the model of a detached, ‘scientific’ understanding, this does not mean that the 

standpoint of the ‘theoretical’ is thereby taken to be essentially secondary to the ‘practical’.11 

What Heidegger is concerned to reject is the prioritization of the scientific projection of the 

world that he actually takes to constitute a form of subjectivism and nihilism, and which 

constitutes only a particular development of a certain mode of theory. Our engaged 

involvement in the world is an involvement that can take both practical and theoretical forms, 

with theory itself having its own mode of praxis. That the theoretical cannot be taken as 

secondary is especially obvious once one reflects on the role of philosophy, of thinking, in 

Heidegger’s account – and, in the later work, such thinking is fundamentally about a certain 

sort of attunement to place, even a mode of contemplation of place and our relation to it.12 

The latter itself depends on distinguishing place from our own being-in-place, and only if we 

do indeed distinguish place from being-in-place, from placedness, can we make sense of the 

Heidegger’s topological project (whether in Being and Time or elsewhere) as also a genuinely 
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ontological project that is addressed to being rather than merely to human being, and so as a 

project that is not to collapse into some form of subjectivism – which is what the 

prioritization of the ‘scientific’ itself tends towards. 

A central problem that afflicts Heidegger’s account in Being and Time is that 

placedness or situatedness readily appears there as a structure of Dasein and Dasein is itself 

understood as identical with the essential structure of human being. Already one can see the 

dangers of an incipient subjectivism here – even though such subjectivism is one of the things 

Heidegger aimed, in Being and Time, to overcome. Dasein is characterized by Heidegger as 

‘being-the-world’, and although this does indeed shift the focus away from an internalized 

form of subjectivity that is set against the world, it nevertheless also runs the risk of 

effectively subjectifying the world, since the being-in that belongs to being-in-the-world is 

itself grounded in Dasein’s own projection of possibilities (that projection being precisely the 

projection of world). The position is complicated, of course, by the fact that Dasein here does 

not name a mode of being-in that is apart from being-with or being-alongside (and so the 

subjectivising tendency at work here is by no means unequivocal or unambiguous), but it is a 

tendency that even Heidegger himself acknowledged.13 In Being and Time, the main focus 

tends to be more on what is effectively a mode of placedness than it is a mode of place – and 

this itself reflects the fact that Being and Time is lacking in any explicitly topological 

vocabulary (certainly in comparison with the later thinking), and the notion of existential 

spatiality that is set out in the early part of the work (and which is, in  any case, said to be 

secondary to temporarily) is actually closer to a mode of placedness than of place.14 

It is out of Heidegger’s recognition of the problems that remain within Being and 

Time – problems that can be seen centrally to rest on the work’s treatment of space and time, 

as well as place – and so out of his attempts to resolve those problems, that Heidegger’s 

thinking undergoes a significant shift. In simple terms, the shift at issue here is from a 

position in which place is a projection of human being (or better, of Dasein as the essence of 

human being) to one in which human being is a projection or ‘function’ of place (and so 

human being comes to belong essentially to place). This shift is thus one that can be 

characterized as being from place as the projection to placedness as that which is projected, 

but, at the same time, what also occurs is a separating out of place from placedness and the 

emergence of a genuinely sui generis concept of place – the latter occurring largely through 

Heidegger’s engagement with Hōlderlin beginning in the mid-1930s.15 The shift to place in 

Heidegger’s thinking, which is to say the development of his thinking as having the form of 

what he calls a ‘topology’, also brings with it a rethinking of Dasein itself, since Dasein now 
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names place rather than any form of placedness – it names the being of place (and the place 

of being) rather than being-in-place or as we might also put it, situatedness 

When one takes seriously the topological character of Heidegger’s thinking that has 

been briefly sketched here, then it soon becomes evident that Heidegger’s thought diverges 

significantly from much of what is taken for granted within contemporary cognitive scientific 

thinking. Indeed, I would argue that Heidegger cannot be assimilated to a cognitive scientific 

perspective without significant distortion of his thinking. This ought already to be obvious, 

however, from the fact that his own focus is on being rather than on the structures of human 

cognition (which is why Heidegger denies his position is anthropological or humanistic) or, at 

least, the latter is significant for Heidegger only inasmuch as it sheds light on the former (and 

it will do so only if the question of human cognition is already taken to lead on to the 

ontological question).  

In this respect, Heidegger’s position can be contrasted with that of Merleau-Ponty, 

whose early work is more directly and readily assimilable to a cognitive scientific perspective 

(which is why Dreyfus’ account actually tends to be much closer to the French thinker than 

the German), but which does not bring the question of being to the fore. Indeed, in 

contemporary cognitive science, and in many contemporary fields in which place seems to 

figure, it is Merleau-Ponty who most often occupies center stage, and this is surely because 

Merleau-Ponty, especially in his earlier work, offers a way of thinking about place that is 

both more accessible and that tends to treat place much less equivocally, which is to say, in 

terms that allow its construal as more or less indistinguishable from placedness. One 

indication of this is Merleau-Ponty’s tendency to emphasis the body rather than place, in spite 

of the fact that it is hard to make sense of the body independently of place. This tendency 

reflects a more widespread tendency to look to the body as some of kind of foundation or 

subjectum – to treat the body as an explanatory ground rather than as itself in need of 

explanation. What the body is cannot be taken for granted and the nature of the body remains 

always in question just so long as the body is treated as prior to or as apart from a mode of 

being-in-place (which means that the analysis of place has to come before the analysis of the 

body).16 Unlike Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty is also more congenial to the strongly non-

cognitivist approach that is characteristic of much contemporary research that purports to take 

place as a key theme. The reason for this is largely that the emphasis on the body enables a 

stronger focus on purely bodily and behavioral responses – which is precisely what one finds 

in Dreyfus – and which is therefore also more amenable to analyses in terms of underlying 

bodily processes and structures. This is also, of course, a reason why such an emphasis is 
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indeed more congenial to cognitive scientific approaches and to the increasing prominence of 

ideas and approaches taken from contemporary neuroscience. 

 

4. Earlier I noted the possibility that, understood as distinct from placedness, place might 

seem to converge with the idea of objective space or even with the idea of objectivity. I also 

noted that although it is indeed mistaken to construe place entirely subjectively, it is 

nevertheless inappropriate to regard place as therefore to be construed in solely objective 

terms either. Precisely because place encompasses both the subjective and the objective, 

thinking in terms of place is amenable to thinking in terms of both subjective and objective, 

and entails the irreducibility and indispensability of both of these even though they are 

nevertheless also inevitably entangled with one another17. Subjectivity and objectivity are 

both structures that appear only within or in relation to place and arise only out of the 

engagement with and in place. 

In analogous fashion, one cannot simply identify a topographical or topological mode 

of thinking with either a first-personal or a third-personal approach, as if place were just one 

or the other, but will always involve the interplay between them. The first-personal and the 

third-personal are thus both to be understood only from within the framework of place. In this 

way the topographical thereby also has to be understood as standing outside of the usual 

contrast between the phenomenological and the empirical scientific – which are themselves 

often identified with the first personal and the third-personal. Adopting a properly 

topographic approach does not mean ruling out such perspectives, but it does mean 

recognizing their location within a larger landscape that allows of multiple descriptions.   

Moreover, while it allows that there will be relations between different sorts of descriptions 

here, topographic thinking nevertheless refuses to allow any unambiguous reduction between 

descriptions or any determinate level of description that underpins all description.18 

Such an approach to the notions of the subjective and objective (and the 

intersubjective) as well as the first-personal and third-personal, along with the emphasis on 

descriptive indeterminacy and multiplicity, are indeed characteristic features of the work of 

those thinkers who I would argue exemplify a mode of genuinely place-oriented thinking: 

thinkers such Davidson, but also Heidegger and even Gadamer – those who also exemplify 

what I have elsewhere characterized as a mode of hermeneutic-topographical thinking.19 The 

emphasis on the hermeneutical here (in contrast, notably, with the phenomenological) is also 

important: understanding is grounded in the placedness or being-placed of the one who 

understands just as that being-placed is itself determined by the general structure of place as 
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well as the singular character of that very place that is at issue (and so the singular character 

of that being-placed).20 Moreover, the hermeneutical also brings with it a tendency to treat 

subjectivity and objectivity, first person and third person, as both structures that are part of a 

larger ‘event’ or, as I would say, a larger ‘taking place’. In this way, hermeneutics can be 

seen to bring a mode of topography or topology along with it even as topography draws us 

into proximity with the hermeneutical.21 

Even though there may be reasons for taking the hermeneutical to stand in a 

particularly close relation to the topographic or topological, still the emphasis on place does 

not mean ruling out either phenomenological or empirical scientific approaches just as it does 

not imply of rejecting notions of subjectivity or objectivity or of ignoring either first personal 

or third personal perspectives. Instead, the emphasis on place allows us to attend to all of 

these without giving absolute priority to any one. This means too that the emphasis on place 

as distinct from placedness or being-placed does not entail the dismissal of placedness, in 

particular, as a significant notion. Indeed, it is only if one retains a clear sense of the 

distinction of place from placedness that either of these concepts can properly remain in 

view. The tendency to ignore place actually results, not in the prioritization of placedness, but 

rather in the obliteration of both place and placedness, since the latter itself depends on the 

former. This is why Heidegger’s Being and Time serves as an important opening up of the 

way into the thinking of place since the manner in which it takes up the idea of situatedness is 

such as already to invoke a notion of place even though it is also a notion that it does not, in 

the end, properly address – hence the incomplete and uncompletable character of the work. 

If we distinguish place from placedness, thereby also retaining both concepts even as 

we also insist on the primacy of place itself, then perhaps we must also distinguish between 

two notions of placedness – although one might argue that only one of these is properly so 

called.22 The first of these forms of placedness is the placedness that stands in an essential 

relation to place. This is the placedness that just because it is indeed a being in-place thereby 

calls upon a notion of place that is nevertheless also distinct from it. The other notion of 

‘placedness’, and it is here placed in quotation marks to indicate its anomalous character, is 

something like Campbell’s notion of a purely egocentric or subjective ‘space’ or perhaps as 

we may also term it a purely behavioral ‘space’. This notion of ‘placedness’ is only 

ambiguously characterized as indeed a mode of space or spatiality or as a mode of 

placedness. This is because the ‘placedness’ at issue here is really an attribute or set of 

attributes belonging to a creature, agent, or subject – what might be termed a mode of 

behavioral responsiveness that could, as I noted above, be characterized purely functionally. 
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It is certainly unclear to what extent such a notion of ‘placedness’ requires a notion of place 

in its explication or even a notion of space (other than as a nexus of causal relatedness). 

Place and placedness disappear in the face of the reduction of being-placed to a 

property of the agent; but place and placedness, and so the distinction between them, also 

disappear in the fact of the widespread tendency to treat place (and so placedness along with 

it) as a product of the subject or of the interaction between subjects, in other words, as 

subjective or intersubjective (psychological, social, cultural, or political) constructions. On 

this account, there may still be  a notional distinction of place from placedness, but since 

there is no sui generis notion of place or placedness, both being mere ‘effects’ of supposedly 

more basic structures and processes, so the distinction turns out to be merely notional. One 

cannot treat place as having a distinct character apart from placedness or being-placed, since 

there is no place that is not itself a psychological, social, cultural or political structure, 

process, or phenomena, and no being-placed that is not such either.23  

Holding fast to the distinction between place and placedness means holding both to 

the idea of placedness or being-placed as involving a genuine relation to place and a refusal 

of any reduction of place to something else or its treatment as merely derivative. This means 

according a particular ontological status to place, and, indeed, place itself already stands in a 

very particular relation to being. To be, one might say, is to be placed – and this idea is one 

that Aristotle invokes when he repeats, in Physics IV, the Archytyan dictum that to be is to be 

somewhere.24 This means that for any being, what it is for it to be is for it to be in place – to 

be placed – and this opens up the question (as it is opened up, if also somewhat 

problematically, in Aristotle) as to what place itself might be. 

The question about place thus emerges through a question about the being-placed of 

some thing, and yet the former question is indeed a question about place and not merely 

about being-placed. The question about the being of place is a peculiar one, however, since it 

cannot properly be a question that asks after the being of place as if this concerned merely the 

being of this or that place or as if this concerned some independent mode of being that might 

or might not attach to place. If to be is to be in place, then being and place appear as 

correlative notions, so closely tied together that they can barely be separated. If this is often 

overlooked, the reason is simply that all too often we treat place as identical with places – 

with individual locations or locales. Yet to ask after what place is, and so after the mode of 

being of place, we are really asking after what place is independently of any individual place, 

independently of any specific location or locale. This question is almost indistinguishable 

form the question of being, and yet, in recognizing this, the question of being itself appears in 
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a new light, as essentially topographical or topological – hence Heidegger’s claim that his 

own inquiry into being takes the form of a topology.25 Recognizing the way the question of 

place and the question of being converge also allows us to see how the question of being that 

is now seen to be at issue here is not a question that concerns the being of this or that – it does 

not concern the being merely of a being or of beings any more than the question of place at 

issue concern the ‘place’ or ‘being-placed’ of any thing or things. Instead what is at issue is 

indeed the being that belongs first with place in the same way as the place at issue is the place 

that belongs first with being.  

 

5. The question of place, though it is indeed only to be approached through our own place, 

and so though our own placedness, is a question that goes beyond ourselves, beyond even 

those other selves and other things around us, and that thereby encompasses that wherein we 

always already find ourselves – a ‘wherein’ that points in the direction of the world, and yet 

also indicates the way the world itself begins only in and through place. Thinking, no matter 

where it eventually arrives, begins only in and out of this being-placed which is always a 

being in relation to place.  It is thus that the question at issue here is indeed a question that 

concerns more than just our own being or our own place.26 Place arises as a question out of 

being placed, out of placedness, but it certainly does not remain as a question merely of 

placedness. It is precisely because the question of placedness opens out into the question of 

place in this way that the question of placedness forces us to attend to our own radical 

finitude, our own boundedness, our own limit, and so, thereby, our own being – which is 

given only in and through this limit. Not only is place a notion that is itself tied to the idea of 

limit (although the limit that belongs to place must be understood as enabling rather than 

simply constraining),27 but in recognizing the placed character of our own being we are also 

forced to recognize the way in which the being that is proper to us – a being that is a being in 

place – is also a being in which we are opened up to place and so to being. We thus come 

back to our own being through the encounter with the placed character of our being (through 

our being here/there) in which we are also opened up to place itself. It is in precisely this 

direction (the direction of a genuine topology or topography) that the thought of the later 

Heidegger moves, but it is a direction that can also be seen as indicated in the work of a host 

of thinkers, writers, and artists – in the work of any who attend to the real manner in which 

the world happens, the real manner in which the world does indeed ‘take place’. In such work 

placedness and place appear together, though never as simply conflated. Thus a painter like 

the New Zealander, Colin McCahon, almost all of whose work can be said to explore both the 
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human being in place and the place that is thereby revealed (a place that in his work also 

opens up to the sacred), can be said to be a painter of place no less than Heidegger is a 

thinker of place, even though McCahon’s work is also, of necessity, like Heidegger’s own 

thinking, an exploration that occurs only in and through the human experience of place. The 

point, of course, is that the experience is never an experience of itself alone. 
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